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Abstract 
Mammalian genomes include many maternally or paternally imprinted genes. Most of these 
are also expressed in the brain and several were previously implicated in regulating specific 15 
behavioral traits. We have used here a knockout approach to study the function of Peg13. 
Peg13 codes for a fast evolving lncRNA and is part of a complex of imprinted genes on 
chromosome 15 in the mouse and chromosome 8 in humans. Two knockout constructs were 
analyzed, one with a full deletion of the gene, the other with a deletion of the 3´-half. The full 
deletion is semi lethal, while the partial deletion is fully viable, but the mice show distinctive 20 
behavioral differences. They lose interest in the opposite sex and show instead a preference 
for wildtype animals of the same sex. Further, they show a higher level of anxiety, as well as 
lowered activity and curiosity and females have a deficiency in pup retrieval behavior. Brain 
RNA expression analysis reveals that genes involved in the serotonergic system, formation of 
glutamergic synapses, olfactory processing and estrogen signaling, as well as more than half 25 
of the other known imprinted genes are affected in Peg13 deficient mice. Intriguingly, the 
pathways are differentially affected in the sexes, with the result that the male and female 
brains of Peg13 deficient mice differ more from each other than those of wildtype mice. We 
conclude that Peg13 is part of a developmental pathway that regulates the neurobiology of 




Mammalian genomes include around hundred genes that are fully or preferentially expressed 
from the maternal or paternal chromosomes. Many of them occur in clusters which are 
epigenetically marked in the gametes to generate the asymmetric expression after fertilization 35 
(1). Initial studies on such imprinted genes have mostly focused on their effects during 
embryogenesis, but most are also expressed in the brain. Dedicated knockout studies have 
shown that these brain expressed genes are involved in regulating specific behavioral traits, 
including maternal care (2, 3), social dominance (4, 5), reactivity to novel environments (6, 
7) or foraging (8). In a previous study on assortative mating preferences between wild-type 40 
populations of M. m. domesticus mice, we had found a paternal influence on mate choice 
patterns in semi-natural environments (9). In a subsequent analysis we identified two 
paternally imprinted loci that evolve particularly fast between the mouse populations as 
possible candidates to influence this mate choice pattern (10). One of them is Peg13, a single 
exon non-coding RNA gene on mouse chromosome 15, originally identified as a locus with 45 
differential methylation of the paternal and maternal chromosomes (11). Peg13 is expressed 
in many organs from the paternal allele only, but with the highest expression throughout the 
brain, including olfactory bulbs and vomeronasal organ (10, 12). It is located within an intron 
of Trappc9, a gene that shows a maternal expression bias (i.e. about 70% of the transcripts 
come from the maternal allele). Trappc9 is flanked by three other imprinted coding genes, 50 
Kcnk9 with a strictly maternal expression and Chrac1 as well as Ago2 with maternally biased 
expression (10, 13) (Figure 1). The four coding genes have clear orthologs in humans, but 
only Kcnk9 shows maternal expression bias in humans, while the other three genes are 
equally expressed from both chromosomes (13). However, the differentially methylated 
region (DMR) and CpG island close to the promotor region of the Peg13 transcript is 55 
conserved between humans and mice (14-16). This allowed to identify also in humans a 
strictly paternally expressed lncRNA originating from this region that is considered to be 
orthologous to the Peg13 gene in mice, although the respective transcribed regions are highly 
diverged (13). We have used here a knockout approach to study the function of Peg13. We 
find that Peg13 has indeed a major influence on behavioral patterns. We show further that it 60 
is also involved in regulating the sex-specific expression of key regulatory genes in brain 
hormonal and synapse functions, as well as many other imprinted loci. These findings 
establish Peg13 as being involved in setting up the brain functions that regulate social 
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Peg13 was initially identified as a candidate for fast evolution of mating preferences between 
populations of house mice (10). To assess the overall rate of sequence divergence at the 
Peg13 locus, we have generated an alignment with Peg13 sequences from closely related 70 
mouse populations, sub-species and species (Figure 1). We find that the substitution rates in 
the Peg13 transcribed region do not differ much from those of the flanking upstream and 
downstream non-coding regions and there is no indication of any more conserved block 
within the transcribed region. Given that Peg13 is a non-coding RNA, one cannot calculate 
dN/dS ratios, but the ratio of substitutions in the transcribed region to those of an equally 75 
sized downstream region is 0.7 (average for all pairwise comparisons with the species shown 
in Figure 1), suggesting an only slightly higher evolutionary constraint in the transcribed 
region. Hence, Peg13 evolves fast already within mice, which can also explain the lack of 
sequence conservation with humans.  
 80 
Figure 1: Schematic view of the imprinted genes around the Peg13 gene in mice. The imprinted complex 
(region chr15:72,478000-73,203,000 in mm10) includes five transcripts, Ago2, Chrac1, Trappc9 (note that there 
are multiple annotated alternatively spliced transcripts for Trappc9, of which only the major one is shown), 
Peg13 and Kcnk9. The blow-up of the Peg13 region shows the region of open chromatin in the embryonic brain 
as well as the CpG island (yellow blocks, annotations derived from UCSC browser tracks). The blocks that are 85 
deleted in the two knockout constructs are shown as red bars. The bottom displays an alignment against the 
mm10 mouse reference sequence with various mouse sub-species and species. Dashes indicate substitutions. 
The two differential substitutions between two mouse populations that have led to our original identification of 
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this candidate gene for differential mate choice (10) are located in the 3´-half of the transcript (circled with 
small ovals).  90 
 
Knockout constructs 
The structural considerations concerning the CpG island within the transcribed region led to a 
knockout design in which two versions of knockout alleles were constructed. The first 
removes only the 3´-part of the RNA without affecting the CpG island (Peg13
tm1Mev
). The 95 
second is derived from the former allele and represents a complete deletion of the RNA 
(Peg13
tm1.1Mevb
), the CpG island and part of the upstream region (Figure 1; Supplement S1). 
However, this full deletion is semi lethal. It was not possible to obtain animals with a 
homozygous complete deletion. But we obtained three animals harboring the full deletion on 
the paternal chromosome. These showed a severe skin lesion phenotype, which did not allow 100 
to do a behavioral analysis with them (see phenotype description in Supplement S2). Hence, 
all the further analysis is based on the 3´-deletion allele Peg13
tm1Mevb
, which will be 
designated as Peg13
-/- 
in the following. 
Peg13
-/-
 animals were fully viable and showed no visible phenotype but their breeding 
performance was impaired when the paternal allele was deficient. Such pairs showed 105 
significantly fewer successful litters per breeding pair, especially when the paternal allele of 
the male was mutant (Table 1). While average litter sizes were not much different for those 
pairs that gave birth, there was a noticeable secondary loss of litters in pairs where the female 
was mutant (Table 1). These observations suggested an effect on mating behavior and 
parental care and we explored this further.  110 
 






























+/+ (WT) +/+ (WT) 21 19 17 0.81 6  
- /+ - /+ 27 24 23 0.85 6 0.54 
-/-
 
+/+ 22 18 12 0.55 6 0.28 
+/-  +/-  11 4 2 0.18 7 0.05* 
+/+ -/- 10 2 1 0.10 7 0.03* 
-/- -/- 33 12 4 0.12 6 0.001** 
a
 genotypes are represented as: maternal allele / paternal allele as determined from the parents; 
b
 ratio live litters 
to total pairs, only the first litter per pair included; 
c 
breeding success ratio per genotype compared to WT 





We used a previously developed partner preference test (17) as a proxy for mate choice 
behavior. This test is based on a 4-way choice setup, where a central cage is connected to 120 
four satellite cages via tubes with ring antennae for recording the movement of mice carrying 
an RFID tag (Figure 2). For each round of experiments, the focal mice were placed into the 
central cage and exposed for 3 hours to the four satellite cages with mice of both gender 
(male and female) and different genotypes (wild type and knockout). Movement between the 
cages was tracked via the RFID signals which allowed to determine the residence time in 125 
each of the cages.  
Figure 2 shows the proportional time durations (in %) that WT and Peg13
-/-
 mutant mice 
spent in each of the cages in the first three 30-minute intervals. WT mice (green) showed the 
expected strong preference to the opposite sex, but more to the WT partner than the mutant 
ones. Mutant mice (red), on the other hand, showed a strong preference to the same sex, 130 
especially mutant males for WT males. The effect was less pronounced for females and they 
associated similarly with WT and mutant partners. Further, the mutant mice were slower in 
making their choice. This effect can be quantified by plotting the general selectivity over 
time. This measure represents the strength of preference that focal mice show for satellite 
mice, independent of the direction of preference (see Methods). The selectivity plots in 135 
Figure 2 (bottom left and right) show that WT animals displayed the highest selectivity in the 
first interval, while mutant animals displayed it only in the second interval. Males displayed 
generally a higher selectivity than females. These observations suggest that the much lower 




Figure 2: Sex preference patterns of Peg13
-/-
 (red) and wild type (WT) (green) mice. The cage setup is 
shown in the center of the figure, the proportional times the focal mouse spent in the respective satellite and 
center cages are shown as bar plots for the first three 30min time intervals. Error bars represent the variability of 
the proportional durations (in %) within each group: wild type (N=12) and Peg13-/- (N=12) (* p<0.05, ** 145 
p<0.01 and *** p<0.001). The selectivity plots (bottom left and right show the selectivity index (SI) which 
measures the strength of preference over the whole duration of the experiment, independent of the preference 
(see Methods(17). Note that these plots include a higher resolution time points. Error bar represents the 
variability of the SI score within each group at each time point.  
 150 
Further behavioral tests 
The second deficiency noticed in the mutant pairs is a relatively larger loss of litters. This 
prompted us to test whether maternal care is affected in Peg13
-/-
 mice. For this, we used a 
standardized pup retrieval test (see Methods) on eight mutant and WT animals each, all bred 
with WT males, i.e. the pubs are expected to be WT, since they received the active allele 155 
from the father. Pup retrieval was defined as picking up a pup and transporting it to the nest. 
While all WT females retrieved the pups within minutes, most homozygous mutant females 
did not retrieve them at all during the 15min observation period (Table 2). This indicates a 
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deficiency in maternal care behaviour, which could explain the high rate of secondary loss of 
litters. 160 
To assess whether other behaviors are also impaired in Peg13
-/-
 mice, we conducted a number 
of tests for anxiety, curiosity and activity for a total of 40 animals (10 female and 10 male for 
each genotype). We found significant differences between WT and mutant animals for each 
test (Table 2). The results suggest that Peg13
-/-
 mice have a higher anxiety, lower curiosity 
and lower locomotor activity. These differences can explain the choice delay that we see in 165 
the first interval of the mate choice test for the Peg13
-/-
 mice (see above). 
 
Table 2: Behavioral test score comparisons between Peg13
-/-
 and wild type mice 









time to retrieving 
displaced pubs (min) 
1.5 ± 0.9  13.3 ± 4 
 
1.8E-06 maternal care 
Open Field
b
 % average wall time 57 ±11 84 ± 13 1.3E-08 anxiety 
Open Field
b
 average total movement 
distance (cm) 
2639±570 1485 ± 688 6.8E-07 locomotor activity 
Elevated Plus Maze
b
 % average dark arm time 44 ± 14 68 ± 21 1.8E-05 anxiety 
Dark light box
b
 average dark box time 
(sec) 
200 ± 66 251 ± 62 0.02 anxiety 
Novel Object
b
 average time of the novel 
object (sec) 
78 ± 22 28 ± 12 6.3E-07 curiosity 
a 
females only, N=8 for each genotype;
 b 
males and females, N = 20 for each genotype and 
sex, we found no sex-specific effects in these tests;
 c 
t-test, Bonferroni corrected 170 
 
Transcriptome analysis 
An initial general analysis of brain sections from WT and Peg13
-/-
 mice showed no obvious 
morphological differences (Supplement S3). We used therefore a transcriptomic analysis to 
trace the effect of the Peg13 mutation on the regulatory networks in the brain. We extracted 175 
RNA from the whole brain of 16-week-old animals, using 8 individuals each of each sex and 
each genotype (WT versus Peg13
-/-
). The DESeq2 package (18) was used to identify 
differentially expressed genes (Supplement S5).  
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The loss of Peg13 gene function has a striking effect on the brain transcriptome of males and 
females. First, Peg13
-/-
 animals have overall a very different transcriptomic profile compared 180 
to WT mice (Figure 3), and second, while WT brains do not differ between the sexes, the loss 
of Peg13 results in distinct male and female brain transcriptomes (Figure 3).  
A total of 8004 genes in males and 8087 genes in females showed differential gene 
expression between Peg13
-/-
 and WT mice, with 5899 overlapping (Supplement S5, Tables 
A-C). Within the imprinted cluster, Peg13 itself is significantly reduced in both sexes, as to 185 
be expected due to its shortened transcript and thus likely lowered transcript stability. The 
flanking genes show no significant expression difference, except Chrac1 in males (0.6-fold 
lowered compared to WT), but no significant difference in females (Supplement S5, Table 
K). This suggests that the Peg13 3´-deletion construct does not affect the overall regulation of 
the imprinted region much. Note that the full deletion has a much more profound effect on 190 
the flanking gene expression, suggesting that it does interfere with the regulation of the whole 
cluster (Table S2.1 in Supplement 2). 
 
Figure 3: PCA analysis on the transcriptome samples of WT and Peg13
-/- 
mice. WT individuals form a tight 
cluster, independent of the sex of the animals. Mutant mice from two distinct clusters, one for males, the other 195 
for females. 
 
Changed gene regulation 
GO analysis on the set of genes that are affected in both sexes revealed an enrichment of loci 
involved in basic brain pathways and function such as synapse formation (serotonergic, 200 
GABAergic and glutameric), kinase activity, ion transport and ion channel activity. 
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Serotonin based signaling pathways play a crucial role in brain function and regulation of 
numerous behaviors including sexual behavior and maternal care (19, 20). The expression of 
the brain-specific tryptophan hydroxylase (Tph2), the rate limiting enzyme in the biosynthesis 
of serotonin, is significantly lowered in the Peg13
-/-
 mice (Table 3). Combined changes in 205 
Tph2 level and serotonin receptors have been shown to affect sexual behavior (21, 22) and we 
observe also significant changes in the serotonin receptors, especially Htr1a (highly 
upregulated) and Htr1b (downregulated) (Table 3). The changes in serotonin mediated 
signaling could also explain the changes in anxiety behavior that we observe for the Peg13
-/-
 
mice, since serotonin is known to control these pathways. 210 
Parenting behavior is mediated via GABAergic neurons in the medial amygdala (23). GABA 
is primarily synthesized from glutamate via the enzyme glutamate decarboxylase (GAD), 
encoded by Gad1 and Gad2. We find that both are significantly lower expressed in male 
Peg13
-/-
 mice (Table 3). Mice use olfactory cues to distinguish sex, social or reproductive 
status (24) and this is mediated via glutameric synapses. We find that the expression of the 215 
glutaminase gene (Gls) and eight different glutamate receptors (Gria1, Gria2, Gria3, Gria4, 
Grin1, Grin2c, Grik3, Grik5) with known functions at olfactory nerve synapses are 
significantly lower expressed in Peg13
-/-
 mice (Table 3). 
Inspection of other known imprinted genes shows that the expression of approximately 60% 
of them is significantly changed (Supplement S5, Table K). This includes also several for 220 
which behavioral effects were inferred from previous knockout studies (Table 3). This 
implies that Peg13 regulates in trans many other imprinted regions. 
Intriguingly, the PCA in Figure 3 shows that while wild type male and female samples group 
together, Peg13
-/-
 male and female samples split into different groups, suggesting that their 
brain transcriptomes differ more from each other than among wild type mice. Indeed, we find 225 
no significant differentially expressed genes between male and female wild type samples, 
while 629 genes show significant difference in their expression between female and male 
Peg13
-/-
 mice (Supplement S5, Tables F, K). These include genes involved in estrogen 





Table 3: Genes with significant transcriptome changes between mutant and WT mice 
symbol  gene name male female 
female vs male 
Peg13-/- mice 
  log2fold padj log2fold padj log2fold padj 
enzymes for neurotransmitter turnover 
Tph2 trytophan hydroxylase 2 -2.0 4.7E-14 -1.9 2.9E-13 -0.1 0.88 
Gad1 glutamate decarboxylase 1 -4.5 1.2E-23 -1.0 1.4E-04 -3.6 2.3E-34 
Gad2 glutamate decarboxylase 2 -1.3 0.001 -0.4 0.4 -0.9 0.004 
Ddc dopa decarboxlase -1.7 8.7E-04 -0.2 0.6 -1.4 7.4E-04 
Gls glutaminase -1.1 0.003 -0.9 0.026 -0.3 0.4 
neuroreceptors 
Htr1a serotonin receptor 1A 3.9 1.3E-11 2.9 0.002 -1.1 0.005 
Htr1b serotonin receptor 1B -1.8 3.3E-06 -0.7 0.029 -0.8 0.004 
Htr2a serotonin receptor 2A -1.1 0.008 -0.1 0.9 -1.0 7.2E-04 
Gper1 G-protein-coupled estrogen receptor 1 -1.2 0.12 0.1 0.9 -1.3 0.003 
Galr2 Galanin receptor 2 -0.6 0.14 0.8 0.051 1.0 0.015 
Oprm1 Opioid receptor, mu 1 -0.5 0.14 0.7 0.073 1.1 0.002 
Gria1 glutamate receptor, AMPA1 (alpha 1) -0.9 0.011 -1.1 0.003 0.3 0.4 
Gria2 glutamate receptor, AMPA2 (alpha 2) -1.2 7.0E-07 -1.6 3.2E-05 -0.2 0.3 
Gria3 glutamate receptor, AMPA3 (alpha 3) -2.0 2.6E-07 -2.1 1.3E-04 -0.1 0.9 
Gria4 glutamate receptor, AMPA4 (alpha 4) -2.2 9.2E-07 -2.4 1.5E-05 -0.2 0.7 
Grin1 glutamate receptor, NMDA1 (zeta 1) -2.7 2.5E-14 -2.4 2.2E-21 -0.3 0.3 
Grin2c glutamate receptor, NMDA2C (epsilon 3) -1.9 0.002 -2.0 2.7E-04 0.3 NA 
Grik3 glutamate receptor, kainate 3 -1.3 0.002 -1.1 0.008 0.1 0.9 
Grik5 glutamate receptor, kainate 5 (gamma 2) -1.4 0.021 -2.0 5.1E-06 -0.6 0.1 
imprinted loci with known behavioral phenotypes 
Peg3 paternally expressed 3 -2.1 7.5E-15 -1.9 1.9E-08 -0.2 0.7 
Ube3a ubiquitin protein ligase E3A -1.2 2.1E-07 -1.1 5.5E-06 -0.1 0.7 
Snrpn small nuclear ribonucleoprotein N -2.2 7.6E-08 -3.3 8.5E-20 -0.9 0.014 
Rasgrf1 RAS guanine nucleotide-releasing factor 1 -1.8 2.1E-07 -2.8 2.1E-10 -0.1 0.9 
Grb10 growth factor receptor bound protein 10 -3.4 2.2E-05 -1.9 0.025 -0.2 NA 
Zrsr1 zinc finger (CCCH type) -1.3 1.0E-12 -1.9 8.4E-10 -0.3 0.3 
Commd1 COMM domain containing 1 0.6 1.3E-06 0.8 2.4E-07 0.2 0.3 
Dlk1 delta like non-canonical Notch ligand 1 -3.5 4.9E-05 -3.9 1.7E-05 0.2 NA 
Meg3 maternally expressed 3 -1.5 2.9E-09 -2.2 2.0E-12 -0.5 0.014 
 
The estrogen signaling pathway plays an important role in neuronal development in particular 235 
in sexually dimorphic regions such as the  anteroventral periventricular nucleus of the 
hypothalamus (AVPV) and medial preoptic area (mPOA) (25). Estrogen mediates many of its 
effects through the activation of its receptors including the G-protein coupled estrogen 
receptor Gper1. Expression of this receptor is significantly lower in Peg13
-/-
 males compared 
to Peg13
-/-
 females (Table 3). There are also a number of important neuroreceptors that are 240 
differentially expressed between the sexes in Peg13
-/-
 mice. These include the serotonin 
receptor Htr2a (lower in males only, compared to WT) and the opiod receptor Oprm1 as well 
as the galanin receptor Galr2. All three show opposite directions of change, being reduced in 
males but higher in females, compared to wild type (Table 3). Galanin neurons in the preoptic 
area were shown to have a specific effect on parental behavior (26). Also highly 245 
asymmetrically affected is the dopa decarboxylase Ddc, required for synthesizing dopamine 
and serotonin (reduced in males only, compared to WT) (Table 3). 
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Discussion 
The adult brain is generally strongly shaped by the action of imprinted genes, including 
specific effects on sexual behavior, parental care, foraging, exploration of novel 250 
environments and several different areas of the brain mediate this (27). Peg13 is broadly 
expressed throughout the brain (12) and may therefore exert a basic function in the 
differentiation of neurons that mediate specific behavioral responses (28). The broad effects 
on the transcriptome may be partly due to its trans-regulatory effects on other imprinted loci, 
which may further influence the interaction network and neural circuits that set up the social 255 
brain (27). The functional consequences of the partial Peg13 disruption are nonetheless rather 
specific. We do not simply observe phenotypes that could be explained by a loss of basic 
signaling functions in the brain, since for the sex preference, we see a reversal. The animals 
still show sex preferences, but for the same sex instead of the opposite sex. Interestingly, we 
observe also nest building behavior when same-sex mutant animals share a cage (Supplement 260 
S4). When opposite sexes share a cage, they accosionally mate successfully and produce 
normal sized litters. But they lose a large part of these litters, apparently due to lack of 
maternal care, which is a phenotype that was also found for three other imprinted loci (2, 29). 
One of these is Peg3 and this is significantly down-regulated in Peg13
-/-
 mice (Table 3), i.e. 
the corresponding Peg13 maternal care phenotype might be an indirect effect of this down 265 
regulation.  
Several lncRNAs are known to control imprinting clusters (1) and interactions may occur 
through specific genomic sites by forming triplexes with the DNA duplex, through which 
they recruit DNA and histone modifying enzymes to these sites (30, 31). However, there is a 
multitude of possible regulatory mechanisms of lncRNAs (32) and the molecular mechanisms 270 
of action of Peg13 remains therefore open at present, especially because of its fast evolution 
that does not allow to identify possible functional domains at present. 
The stronger male versus female brain transcriptomic difference in Peg13
-/-
 mice is an 
unexpected phenotype. There have been controversial discussions about sexual dimorphisms 
in the brain and whether these are genetically and/or environmentally determined. One can 275 
indeed trace some sex differences in different brain regions and this led to the “mosaic” 
hypothesis with different degrees of “maleness” or “femaleness” within a single brain (33). 
But given that our transcriptome analysis was across the whole brain, this appears to average 
out and this explains why we do not see significant differences between WT male and female 
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brains. But the loss of Peg13 gene function leads surprisingly to a higher differentiation of 280 
the male versus female brain. This could be explained if there is early in development a split 
of the pathways that determine male versus female brain differentiation, whereby the Peg13 
mediated pathway would work towards making the brains of the two sexes more similar on 
average.  
The strong paternal imprint of Peg13 is conserved between mice and humans, although 285 
neither the sequence, nor most of the imprinting status of the other genes in the cluster are 
conserved. Hence, one can expect a strong evolutionary pressure to retain the paternal 
imprinting status of Peg13 and its modulation of male-female brain differentiation may play a 
role in this. The evolution of imprinting was originally modelled within the framework of 
kinship theory (34), but the predictions of this model covered mostly the developmental 290 
conflict aspects in fetal and placental tissues. A new model based on bet-hedging and 
reproductive variance consideration suggests that paternally expressed imprinted genes would 
promote risk-averse behaviors that reduce reproductive variance, especially in males (35). 
Hence, the modulatory effect of Peg13 making the brains more similar between the sexes 
could be interpreted into the direction of making the male brain more female-like.  295 
But even this theory would not explain why we see a change in sexual preference in Peg13
-/-
 
mice. The genetic basis for sexual preference has been much discussed (36). A recent 
comprehensive GWA study in humans has not revealed major loci associated with same-sex 
sexual behavior (37). There is also no association peak in the region of chromosome 8 that 
encodes the Peg13 locus in humans. However, given the fast evolution of the Peg13 RNA 300 
sequence, it may well be that each naturally segregating SNP-variant has only a minor effect 
on the phenotype. Moreover, the statistics used in the above study did not correct for 
imprinted loci, i.e. a possible association would likely have been missed. But even if a deeper 
statistical analysis would reveal Peg13 to be involved in human sexual preference, at least in 
mice, its functional role is much broader. With its trans effects on many other imprinted loci 305 
in the brain, it is likely a key regulator for the development of the neural circuits of social 
behavior (28). 
In view of its broad regulatory roles, it is surprising that Peg13 evolves so fast, not much 
slower than neutral intergenic DNA. It could thus indeed contribute to fast behavioral 
divergence patterns of natural mouse populations, as we have speculated previously (10). 310 
Given that assortative mating patterns can significantly speed up adaptive speciation 
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processes (38, 39), the fast evolution of Peg13 could also play an important role in 
mammalian speciation patterns. 
 
Materials and Methods 315 
Animal experimentation: The behavioral studies were approved by the supervising 
authority (Ministerium für Energiewende, Landwirtschaftliche Räume und Umwelt, Kiel) 
under the registration numbers V244-71173/2015, V244-4415/2017 and V244-47238/17. 
Animals were kept according to FELASA (Federation of European Laboratory Animal 
Science Association) guidelines, with the permit from the Veterinäramt Kreis Plön: 1401-320 
144/PLÖ-004697. The respective animal welfare officer at the University of Kiel was 
informed about the sacrifice of the animals for this study. All mice were bred in type III cages 
(Bioscape, Germany) and were weaned at the age of 3 weeks. At weaning, the sexes were 
separated. Males were housed together with brothers or in individual cages. Females were 
housed in sister groups to a maximum of 5 mice per cage. Enrichment, including wood wool, 325 
paper, egg cartons and a spinning wheel (Plexx, Netherland), was provided in each cage. 
Mice were fed standard diet 1324 (Altromin, Germany) and provided water ad libitum. 
Housing was at 20–24°C, 50–65% humidity and on a 12:12 light-dark schedule with lights on 
at 7 am. All behavioral experiments were done by individuals blind to the genotype. 
Generation of knockout: The knockout strategy was discussed in conjunction with the 330 
company genOway (www.genoway.com/) who conducted the knockout and delivered the 
mice. In short, a neomycin selection cassette was used to replace the 3´-part of the Peg13 
transcript and LoxP sites flanking the whole gene were added to allow a full deletion on top 
of the partial deletion. The construct was inserted via homologous recombination into mouse 
ES cells. After homologous recombination, the neomycin selection cassette was removed 335 
through Flp mediated recombination to create Peg13
tm1Mevb
. Additional Cre mediated 
recombination was used to create Peg13
tm1.1Mevb
. Further details are provided in 
supplementary material S1. 
Partner preference test: The partner preference assay was done as described in (17) using 
individuals with no prior contact to the other sex after weaning. The experimental setup 340 
consisted of five standard macrolon cages (Techniplast). One central cage (40.5 × 28.0 × 20.0 
cm) and four Type III satellite cages, which were connected via plexiglas tubes to each one of 
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the four sides of the central cage. Each plexiglas connection was equipped with two RFID 
ring antennae (TSE Industries Inc.), one close to the central cage and one close to the 
respective satellite cage. Each mouse was equipped with an RFID tag (Iso FDX-B, Planet 345 
ID), which was read every time the mouse passed one of the antennae. The satellite cages 
were divided into two parts by a metal grid. This setup allowed the focal mouse to interact 
(i.e. via smell and vocalization), but copulation was prevented. Each group of satellite mice, 
consisting of four mice of both gender (male and female) and different genotype (wild type 
and knockout), changed over the experiments for each focal mouse and positions of cage 350 
occupation were randomized. Water and food as well as bedding were provided in all cages. 
Each run of the experiment was started by placing the focal and satellite mice in their 
respective cages and starting the computer program monitoring the RFID antennae. Each 
experiment lasted for three hours. For each focal individual a text-file was generated with 
time stamps for every antenna read, and the identification number of the respective antenna. 355 
Using a script in R, we calculated the duration of time spent in the four satellite cages. To 
analyze the selectivity (i.e. the strength of preference that focal mice show for some satellite 
mice over others, independent of the direction of preference), we calculated a selectivity 
index SI with the formula SI = SD/ SD (max), where SD is the standard deviation of the four 
proportional durations (in %) that the respective focal mouse spent in each of the four 360 
satellite cages, and SD(max) is the maximal standard deviation theoretically possible, which 
is in our case (4 possibilities) 50. The resulting SI values range from 0 (25% of time in each 
of the four satellite cages = no selectivity) to 1 (100% of time in one of the four satellite 
cages, no time in the three others = highest selectivity). SI was calculated in ten-minute 
intervals for each focal mouse to get measures for the change of selectivity over time, and 365 
over the whole period to get a measure of overall selectivity for each individual. Note that 
(17) had found that selectivity in wild mice is only established after one day in this setup. We 
had therefore done initial tests with longer runs of the experiment, but found that for the lab 
strain that was used here, a 3h interval is sufficient to display the main patterns of selectivity.  
Pup retrieval assay: Testing was performed in the home cage of female mice (8 per 370 
genotype). The females were mated with wildtype males, which were removed before 
conception. 3 days after giving birth, the mother was removed from the cage shortly before 
the behavioral test and offspring were divided in two groups and were placed in different 
corners opposite the nest. Pup retrieval was defined as picking a pup up in the mouth and 
transporting it to the nest. Latencies to retrieve each pup to the nest were recorded during the 375 
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first 15 minutes. The latencies to retrieve the first two pups to the nest were used for 
statistical purposes and KO females that did not retrieve the pups were assigned a latency of 
900 seconds (15 minutes). 
Other behavioral tests: The behavioral tests described below were filmed by using a TSE 
camera (TSE system, Germany) from the top of the setups, for 5 min each. Setups were 380 
cleaned with 30% ethanol after each test. The videos were transferred to the Videomot2 
system (TSE system, Germany) which allows automated tracking of the mice. Individuals 
were detected by the software in 3 points (head/center/tail base tracking) and then the 
software automatically generated the numerical data of the time that each mouse spent at 
zones of interest. 385 
Elevated Plus Maze: Mice were placed in the center of an elevated plus maze (EPM) (arms 
are 50x50 with a 10 centimeters neutral area in the center where the arms crossed arms). Two 
of the arms were made of clear plexiglas and two were made of grey PVC. The floor was 
made of white PVC. The time spent in the dark arms was measured as anxiety index.  
Open Field: Mice were placed in a 60x60 cm open box and were allowed to explore the area 390 
for 5 min. The distance travelled and time spent within 10 centimeters off the wall vs in the 
central area was used as activity and anxiety index.  
Dark/Light Box: The focal mouse was placed in a test box (20x30x10) containing a small 
dark shelter with two exits. The time until the mouse tail became visible was recorded.  
Novel object: The test was performed in the same test apparatus as the open field test, but this 395 
time a LEGO toy was placed in the center as a novel object. The length of time of the novel 
object being explored was measured. 
RNA extraction: RNA extraction (from whole brain) was done by using Trizol reagent. 1mL 
Trizol per 40mg tissue was added to each sample. The samples were lysed on a Tissue lyser 
II (QIAGEN, Germany) at 30 Hertz for 5 minutes. Homogenized samples were incubated at 400 
room temperature for 5 minutes. 200μl chloroform per 1 mL TRIzol was added to each 
sample, shook vigorously by hand for 15 seconds, followed by 3 minutes incubation at room 
temperature and spun at 12,000 g for 15 minutes at 4 °C. The aqueous phase was transferred 
to a new tube and 0.5 volumes Isopropanol was added, incubated at room temperature for 10 
minutes and spun at 12,000 g at 4 °C (RNA forms a gel like precipitate). The supernatant was 405 
removed and the pellet was washed with 75% EtOH (made with RNAse free water). Samples 
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were mixed by hand several times and then spun at 7,500g for 5 minutes at 4 °C. The 
supernatant was removed and the pellet dried shortly at room temperature, dissolved in 
200μL RNAse free water and stored at -20 °C for overnight. An equal volume of LiCl (5M) 
was added to the crude RNA extract, mixed by hand and incubated for one hour at -20 °C. 410 
Samples were spun at 16,000 g for 30 minutes. The supernatant was removed; samples were 
washed twice with EtOH 70% and spun at 10,000 at 4 °C. The pellet was dried at room 
temperature, dissolved in RNAse free water and kept at -70 °C. 
RNAseq analysis: RNA-sequencing was performed on 16 Peg13
-/-  and 16 wild type mice 
from the same breeding stock (8 virgin females and 8 males in each group) at the age of 16 415 
weeks. The animals were derived from offspring of 12 heterozygous parental pairs, with a 
maximum of 3 animals from the same litter. The sequencing of the samples was performed 
using a polyA tail purification step, followed by cDNA synthesis, library preparation by 
using the Truseq standard RNA HT kit from Illumina. The libraries passing quality control 
were subjected to sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 sequencer. Each transcriptome 420 
sample was sequenced in approximately one third of a HiSeq2000 lane. Raw sequence reads 
were quality trimmed using Trimmomatic (Bolger et al. 2014). The quality trimming was 
performed base wise, removing bases below quality score of 20 (Q20), and keeping reads 
whose average quality was of at least Q60. Reads were mapped to the mouse mm10 reference 
genome (Genome Sequencing Consortium 2002) by using Hisat2 (Kim et al. 2015). Between 425 
19.8 - 23.7 million mapped reads were obtained per sample.  Htseq was used for counting 
reads overlapping into a specific feature (gene) (Anders et al. 2015). Differential expression 
analysis and PCA analysis was performed with the DESeq2 package (18) in R environment. 
GO and KEGG pathway enrichment analyses were performed using DAVID online tools 
(Version 6.8, https://david-d.ncifcrf.gov/), with the classification stringency set to “medium” 430 
P value of <0.05. 
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Supplementary material S1 
Knockout design for the two Peg13 alleles 
The knockout strategy was discussed in conjunction with the company genOway 
(www.genoway.com/). The final design was proposed by genOway (Figure S1.1, who 545 
produced also the Peg13
tm1Mevb





Figure S1.1: Schematic representation of the knockout design. A neomycin selection 
cassette replaces the 3´-part of the Peg13 transcript and LoxP sites are added for full deletion. 
This construct is inserted via homologous recombination into mouse ES cells (left). After 
homologous recombination, the neomycin selection cassette is removed through Flp mediated 
recombination to create Peg13
tm1Mevb





Construction of the targeting and positive control vectors 
The genomic region encompassing the targeted Peg13 gene from C57BL/6 mouse genomic 
DNA was isolated which is isogenic to the ES cell line used for the homologous 
recombination. The genomic region was isolated as two independent, fully sequenced, 560 
fragments. Previously isolated homology fragments have been used to generate the targeting 
vector used for the homologous recombination experiment in ES cells.  
In parallel, a second vector, referred to as the “positive control vector”, has been generated. 
This vector mimics the DNA conformation at the targeted locus once the homologous 
recombination is performed, between the short homology arm of the targeting vector and the 565 
Peg13 locus. This vector thus serves as positive control for the PCR screening assays Figure 
S1.2. The quality of the resulting final TAU1-HR targeting vector was controlled by 
sequence analysis.  
 
 570 
Figure S1.2: Schematic representation of the targeting and positive control vectors. 
Diagram is not depicted to scale. LoxP sites are represented by blue triangles and FRT sites 
by double red triangles. Neo: neomycin positive selection cassette. DTA: Diphtheria 
Toxinnegative selection marker. The green portion of the positive control vector represents 
the extended portion of the homology arm that is absent from the targeting vector.  575 
 
Establishment of the screening methodology to identify the homologous recombination 
event in ES cells 
This screening was performed in two successive steps: 
 580 
Initial PCR screening: this first screening aimed at detecting the homologous recombination 
event at the 3'end of the targeting vector. This PCR uses a primer hybridizing within the 
Neomycin cassette and a primer hybridizing downstream the 3'homology arm in a region 
absent from the targeting vector. To establish this initial screening, the positive control vector 
was used as a template: this positive control vector carries an extended short homology arm 585 
and thus contains the hybridizing sites for both the PCR primers. 
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Then, the ES cell clones positive for this PCR based screening are analyzed by 5’ and 3’ 
Southern blot to confirm the homologous recombination event. 
 
Southern blot screening strategy: two independent assays, based on the use of two different 590 
probes and specific restriction sites were designed to validate the homologous recombination 
event at both sides of the targeting vector: 
One probe hybridizes within the genomic region outside the targeting vector sequence (this 
“external” probe allows confirming the homologous recombination event at the locus of 
interest) and second probe hybridizes within the targeting vector sequence (this “internal” 595 
probe furthermore allows the detection of random, non-homologous integration of the 
targeting vector). 
All probes were BLASTed against murine genomic databases in order to select the sequences 
with the best specificity based on in silico analysis.  
 600 
Design of the screening strategy for the Flp and Cre mediated excision events 
The Flp-excised allele corresponds to the neomycin-excised Peg13 3’ Knock-out allele: The 
Flp-mediated excision enables the deletion of FRT-flanked neomycin cassette. This deletion 
is performed in vivo, by breeding the animals harboring the recombined allele with 
ubiquitous Flp-recombinase expressing mice. 605 
Within the neomycin-excised Peg13 3’ Knock-out allele, the remaining 5’ methylated region 
is flanked by loxP sites enabling its subsequent whole-body or tissue-specific deletion. 
The Cre-excised allele corresponds to the Peg13 whole Knock-out allele: 
The Cre-mediated excision enables the deletion of loxP-flanked remaining 5’ methylated 
region of Peg13. This deletion can be performed in vivo, by breeding the animals harboring 610 
the recombined allele with Cre-recombinase expressing mice. 
PCR and Southern blot screenings enable the wild-type, the recombined, the Flp-mediated 
excised and the Cre-mediated excised alleles to be clearly distinguished. 
PCR screening was established on wild-type genomic DNA and targeting vector as a 
template. 615 
Then, the PCR-positive animals are further analyzed by the Southern blot assay previously 
established, based on the use of the external probe. 
 
Southern blot assessment of the correct 5’ recombination event 
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The clones validated by PCR were further analyzed by Southern blot to validate the correct 620 
recombination event at the 5’ end of the targeted locus. 
As presented in Figure S1.3, this Southern blot detected the expected wild-type and 
recombined hybridization signals at 9.3kb and 7.2kb, respectively in the 2 ES cell clones. 
These data confirmed the integration of the distal loxP site. 
This Southern blot detected two restriction fragments of the same intensity. These results 625 
suggest the heterozygous status at the recombined Peg13 locus. 
One of the positive ES cell clones, namely #2-C3, contained an additional randomly 
integrated copy of the targeting construct. This random integration was segregated out in the 







Figure S1.3: Southern blot analysis for 5' homologous recombination in ES cells. (a) 635 
Schematic representation of the wild-type and recombined alleles with the relevant restriction 
sites and the position of the probe. (b) The genomic DNA of the tested ES cell clones was 
compared with wild-type DNA (WT). 
 
 640 
Southern blot assessment of the correct 3’ recombination event 
The correct recombination event at the 3’ end of the targeted locus has been further assessed 
by Southern blot. 
As presented in Figure S1.4, this Southern blot detected the expected wild-type and 
recombined hybridization signals in the 2 ES cell clones. These data confirmed the 645 
integration of the distal loxP site. 
Furthermore, this Southern blot detected two restriction fragments of the same intensity. 







Figure S1.4: Southern blot analysis for 3’ homologous recombination in ES cells.  
(a) Schematic representation of the recombined allele with the relevant restriction sites and 655 
the position of the probe. (b) The genomic DNA of the tested ES cell clones was compared 
with wild-type DNA (WT). 
 
ES cell blastocyst injections and generation of chimeras 
The objective of this milestone is to produce highly chimeric males carrying the recombined 660 
locus. This is achieved by injecting the previously obtained recombined ES cell clones in 
blastocysts. ES cells are derived from the inner cell mass of 3.5 days old embryos (blastocyst 
stage). These cells are pluripotent and thus, when implanted into blastocyst-stage embryos, 
are able to contribute to every cell lineage, including the germ layer. These blastocysts are 
then implanted in pseudo-pregnant females that are allowed to develop to term. Chimerism 665 
rate is then assessed in the progeny by coat color markers comparison. 
 
Genotyping   of   the Peg13   3’ constitutive   Knock-out mouse line 
PCR has been established to evidence the wild-type and the Peg13 3’ Knock-out alleles. 
Based on recombined ES cell clones screening results and morphological criteria, recombined 670 
ES cell clones were injected into blastocysts.6 highly chimeric males (chimerism rate above 
50%) were generated from the injection of the clone ES cell clone 2-C3and 1-E4. 





Assessment of germline transmission and generation of animals 
Breeding were established with C57BL/6N Flp deleter mice to excise the Neomycin selection 
cassette and to generate heterozygous mice carrying an allele with the constitutive deletion of 
the Peg13 3’ region, while the whole 5’ methylated region is flanked by loxP sites. 680 
 
Progeny was genotyped by PCR to investigate whether the recombined ES cells have 
contributed to the germ layer and to confirm the Flp mediated excision event of the 
Neomycin selection cassette (Figure S1.5)  
Then, a subset of the PCR-positive animals was further validated by Southern blot analysis 685 
(Figure S1.6). 
Five heterozygous3' Peg13 Knock-out animals (2 Males and 3 females) were successfully 











Figure S1.5: Representative PCR results of the animals of interest. (A) Schematic 
representation of the Peg13 while-type, non-excised recombined and Flp-mediated excised 
(3’ Knock-out) alleles with the binding sites of the screening primers. (B) PCR using 700 
C57BL/6 wild-type genomic DNA (WT) was used as positive control. PCR without DNA as 
template (H2O) served as a negative control. PCR fragments were separated by capillary 
electrophoresis using AATI ZAGTM Fragment Analyzer and were analyzed using PROSize 




Figure S1.6: Representative Southern blot results of the animals of interest. (A) 
Schematic representation of the Peg13 while-type, non-excised recombined and Flp-mediated 
excised (3’ Knock-out) alleles (B) The genomic DNA of the tested animals was compared to 
C57BL/6 wild-type genomic DNA (WT). 710 
 
PCR primer set and conditions: 
The primer set 194164Flp-TAU1 / 194165Flp-TAU1 was designed and validated by 
genOway for the specific detection of the Peg13 3’ Knock-out allele and the wild-type allele 
(Fig S1.7; Table 1). The Peg13 3’ Knock-out allele should yield an amplification product of 715 
359 bp using the above primer set whereas the wild-type allele should yield an amplification 
product of 2592 bp. 
The primer set 194175Cre-TAU1/ 194177Cre-TAU1was designed and validated by genOway 
for the specific detection of the whole Peg13 gene Knock-out allele (Fig S1.8; Table 1). The 
whole Peg13 gene  Knock-out allele should yield an amplification product of 449bp using the 720 
above  primer set whereas  the  wild-type  allele should  yield  an  amplification product  of 
6661bp respectively. The sequence of the primers and the optimized PCR conditions are 




Figure S1.7: Schematic view of wildtype and Peg13 3’ knockout locus with primer 
locations. 
Table 1: Primers 







Figure S1.8: Schematic representation of the Peg13 wild-type, 3’knock-outand whole 
gene knock-out alleles with the binding sites of the screening primers is shown 
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Characterization of the full knock-out allele (Peg13
tm1.1Mevb
) 
We did not obtain homozygous knockout animals for the full deletion, suggesting embryonic 
lethality. However, we obtained live mice where the mutant allele was inherited through 
either the mother or the father. Animals with the mutant allele from the mother are expected 
to be wildtype, since the maternal allele is normally silenced anyway. This is indeed the case; 740 
these individuals were not distinguishable from wild type and showed also no differences in 
the transcriptomic analyses (see below). On the other hand, animals with the mutant allele 
from the father should be affected. We recovered three such animals (two male, one female) 
and they show a strong overt phenotype, with hair loss and skin injury problems. Because of 
their suffering, they were sacrificed without behavioral testing. Analysis of skin sections 745 
showed a loss of hair follicle roots and sebaceous glands in the hypodermis layer (Figure 
S2.1).  
Sebaceous glands protect the skin against friction through producing and secreting sebum, a 
group of complex oils, wax esters, squalene, cholesterol esters and cholesterol. It has also 
anti-inflammatory function and actively involved in the wound healing processes. Hence, the 750 
lower number of sebaceous glands in the skin of Peg13
tm1.1Mevb 
mice might explain why these 




Figure S2.1: skin histological analysis between wildtype and heterozygous Peg13
tm1.1Mevb 
mice. 5µ H&E stained section of dorsal skin in A) wildtype and B) heterozygous 
Peg13
tm1.1Mevb 




Analysis of the brain transcriptome data from these animals (Supplement S4) showed that the 
other genes in the imprinted cluster are affected by the deletion of the methylated region. All 
show change in average expression when the deletion is from the paternal allele, although 
this is significant for only three of them, since the sample size of three is small (Table S2.1). 
Note that Peg13 itself is actually more than 7-fold higher expressed than in WT, implying 765 
that a repression on the maternal allele is lifted. This observation suggest that this deletion 




Table S2.1: DESeq2 results for genes in the imprinted cluster for the animals for the 3´-
deletion and the full deletion 
  baseMean log2FoldChange 
 
padj 
3`-deletion (N = 8 for each group) 
males Ago2 13.4 0.02 0.96 
 Chrac1 125.6 -0.84 0.001 
 Peg13 9.1 -2.14 1.67E-05 
 Trappc9 5.4 0.78 0.21 
 Kcnk9 1.7 -1.28 0.12 
     
females Ago2 14.4 -0.07 0.88 
 Chrac1 122.5 -0.37 0.24 
 Peg13 15.1 -3.16 4.32E-19 
 Trappc9 10.4 -0.01 0.99 
 Kcnk9 5.7 -0.08 0.91 
full deletion (N = 3 for each group) 
paternal transmission Ago2 21.7 0.44 0.46 
 Chrac1 119.4 -1.29 8.3E-06 
 31 
 Peg13 10.6 2.85 9.9E-06 
 Trappc9 2.9 1.81 0.0011 
 Kcnk9 7.7 -1.02 0.32 
     
maternal 
transmission 
Ago2 21.6 0.22 0.99 
 Chrac1 197.7 -0.05 0.99 
 Peg13 14.1 -0.11 0.99 
 Trappc9 1.9 -0.18 0.99 




When one places the samples of the three maternally and paternally mutant animals into the 
overall PCA of the transcriptome data (compare with Figure 3 in the main text), one finds 
that the paternally mutant ones form a completely different group from all the rest, while the 




Figure S2.2: PCA analysis on all genotypic classes. Wildtype (WT), Peg13
tm1.1Mevb
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ALV alveus CC corpuscallosum, CPD cerebral crus, DG dentate gyrus, MM medial 
mammillary nucleus, PC posterior commissure. Structure description based on the annotation 795 
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Example for nest-building behavior among same-sex Peg13
-/-
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B) Wildtype vs Knockout female 
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C) Overlap between male and female 
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D) Only male 815 
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E) Only female 
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I) Full knockout maternal 830 
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J) Imprinted gene  
 
